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About Krystal Alliance
At Krystal Alliance we are a team of; fabulous, magnificent, experienced and
dedicated, friends committed to working with committed organisations who
really want to encourage, support and inspire greater equity in their workplace.

At Krystal Alliance we have an insatiable appetite for what is right. We believe that
all organisations do better when they involve more of their people to evolve with
more of those best solutions.

Each member of Krystal Alliance is a subject matter expert, whether designing
strategies to encourage culture change, or delivering interactive workshops in
support of inclusive leadership or dreaming about how to nurture a sense of
greater belonging, we get alongside organisations to share what we know in
order to learn more.

Employee voice is always key and every voice matters. So, thanks for visiting our KA
website. If time is kind and you haven’t already done so, please do click on at About
Us to learn more about each member of KA. We have a range of Services and
Products which may be of interest and there is a regular Blog feature – plus – our
weekly KA Quote which you can subscribe to.
Our exciting journey at Krystal Alliance has only just begun and we would like you to
be a part of it.

Rob Neil, O.B.E
Director at Krystal Alliance

Involve to Evolve

TM

Services
Leadership
Cultural Intelligence (CQ)

We deliver keynote speeches, bespoke
modules and fully inclusive programmes
which refresh existing collective

and Action.

We design, deliver and evaluate

Governance

development activities which promote

challenge in equal measure.

and nurture deeper engagement with work.

on the four capabilities; Drive, Knowledge, Strategy

Workshops

facilitation which offers support and

to bring out their very best, identify purpose

offer highly interactive CQ training which focuses

responsibility.

relatable examples and provocative

We work with individuals on a one:one basis

We work with our key partner ‘Above Difference’ to

approaches and increase personal

a more inclusive approach through

Coaching

Strategy

Mindfulness

We review, diagnose and prescribe

We work directly with CEO’s, HRD’s

We work directly with CEO’s,

what needs to happen in order to

and Executive Boards to enhance

HRD’s and Executive Boards to

improve corporate decision making

D&I initiatives as part of any

enhance D&I initiatives as part

from Executive Board level to the shop

corporate strategy.

of any corporate strategy.

floor.

Testimonials

“

This is just a quick note to say a HUGE THANK YOU for Chairing today’s Race to Equality event.
The initial feedback from the day has been brilliant, and this is mostly due to the inspiring speakers who gave up their
valuable time to present. We really hope you enjoyed the event just as much as we did and look forward to welcoming you
back in the future!
- Kirstie McMillan, Senior Events Manager - Dods D&1

“

Today we launched our day of inclusion at Adidas and we shared our group business
discussion that I hosted last week with you all.
I wanted to send a big personal thank you as I have received so many messages saying how
amazing you were and they all wanted more!!
As your insights were truly fascinating and inspiring. So a big thank you!!!!
I would love to stay connected with you, as we all are on this journey, but together…even
more powerful!
- Hannah Mercer, VP Retail Activation & Merchandising, Adidas

“

Just to say thank you so much for taking part in the podcast today.
You are the most inspirational of speakers, and an hour or so in your company always lifts my spirits!
Look forwards to catching up properly soon.
- Nina Bhagwat, Head of Diversity & Inclusion, Warner Music Group

“

Just a quick note to say thank you for your POWERFUL participation &amp; support in
today's event. It was a pleasure working with you all! And as an ethic minority Maori
New Zealander, I've never been more proud to deliver such a session.
Well done to our courageous panellists and huge thanks to our hosts and guest speaker
Rob, for leading us through the discussion, offering your enthusing words, extensive
wisdom, and grounding expertise.
Wishing you all a fabulous end to the week. We'll share the recording in the coming couple
of days
- Aleiah Potter, Events Manager, UoR BAME Network Steering Committee

“ It would be great to catch up next week and talk about how we can work together next year.
I wanted to say a huge thank you. What an inspiring and thought provoking session.

Thanks again.
- Amanda Lord, CCSD Director, Nestle UK

“

Just wanted to personally thank you for agreeing to speak in the first instance
and for supporting the event yesterday. The event was a raging success and you
of course played a significant role in making it so.
You are truly are legend in this space – I’ve had so many positive conversation
post event about your session in particular.
- Jadon Guthrie, Conference Producer, Westminister Briefing

Partners

Contact
For more information about Krystal Alliance (KA) and what we have to offer, including insightful
blogs, great reading and a range of interactive workshops, simply visit our website, drop us an
email or follow us on social media. Thank you.

www.krystalalliance.co.uk

admin@krystalalliance.co.uk

+44 (0)7958 575419

Social Media
/krystalalliance
/krystalalliance

